Experimental Investigation of Corner Flows in Rectangular Supersonic Inlets with 3D Shock-Boundary Layer Effects
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Abstract In a rectangular supersonic inlet the first oblique shock wave will interact with both the sidewall boundary layers and with the corner flows. This can create large, complex 3-D separation zones that reduce the effective flow area and can lead to the unstart of the inlet. Experiments were conducted in the Michigan Glass Wind Tunnel at Mach 2.75 and at Mach 2.0 to quantify these flow separation patterns. Video was recorded of the unsteady formation of separation zones as the inlet starts. Oil streak patterns and Schlieren images indicate that the downward flow caused by the oblique shock forces some of the flow near the corner to move upstream. This flow moving upstream in the corner creates a sidewall separation bubble, which significantly deflects the free stream upstream of the shock wave. Using a six-degree wedge, a “small” corner flow-shock boundary layer interaction (CF-SBLI) separated region was created which was found to be optimum for CFD simulation. Using a ten-degree wedge generated a stronger shock and a “large” CF-SBLI separated region, but the flow area was reduced so much that the inlet was too close to unstart to allow for stable experimental measurements or CFD simulation.

I. Introduction and Background

INCIDENT oblique shocks[1, 2], compression corners[3, 4], swept fins[4–7], and normal shocks[8–10] generate pressure rises which result in thickening or separation of the boundary layer. Unfortunately, because each flow has different characteristic scales, these flows defy a simple two-dimensional analytic parameterization; further difficulty regarding understanding of shock-foot unsteadiness is still a matter of concern[4, 11–13].

An effort sponsored by the Air Force Collaborative Center for Aeronautical Sciences (AF-CCAS) is underway investigating shock wave boundary layer interaction (SBLI) for applications in the design of next-generation high performance (possibly bleed-less) engine inlets. The effort thus far includes benchmark quality stereo particle image velocimetry (SPIV) data of a single oblique shock interaction. CCAS has developed an experimental database for CFD assessment. Thus measurements from this experiment not only offer a chance for a better physical understanding of SBLI, but thanks to careful experimental design and documentation, also enable validation of advanced CFD codes. A CCAS-sponsored workshop on SBLI was held in January 2010 at the Orlando AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, where the first round of CFD validation and comparison to data was completed[14]. The meeting concluded with a discussion of the future of this effort and focused on what work is still needed in the area.

A new set of criteria were developed to enhance the effort that would move towards an ‘3-D inlet design’ investigation rather than a single 2-D shock-boundary layer ‘unit physics’ problem[15]. One problem arising in realistic inlet geometries, but commonly ignored by the ‘unit physics’ approach, is the effect of flow field three-dimensionality. Previous results from our experiment have called into question our assumptions of boundary layer behavior in the corner regions. The current experiment adds to our present understanding by visualizing the cause and effect of corner induced three-dimensionality in an oblique shock boundary layer interaction at different shock strengths.
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The purpose of the present work has been to systematically vary the strength of an oblique shock wave in the Michigan Supersonic Glass Wind Tunnel, and then quantify the sizes and shapes of the various sidewall separation regions. Conditions are varied from “close to unstart” to “far from unstart.” Oblique shocks were generated using wedges suspended from the upper wall with angles either six to ten degrees. Separation regions were quantified by recording oil streak patterns on the walls. Shock locations were recorded using a Schlieren system. High-speed video of both the oil streak patterns and the shock wave motions were recorded to understand the time-history of how the separation zones were created during the inlet start-up. Knowledge of this formation sheds light on how the separations later lead to the unsteady unstart of the inlet.

An important aspect of the work is to determine the optimum experimental run conditions. Optimum conditions are defined as those that are best for future CFD modeling as well as for future PIV measurements of the 3-D velocity field. For CFD simulation, it is necessary that a reasonably-sized control volume can be defined that has no reverse flow on either the upstream or downstream boundaries. It was decided that small to moderate separation zones would be best for a first test of CFD models in this demanding 3-D problem. However, the separation zones must be large enough to allow for accurate measurements with PIV, which has a spatial resolution limit. Also, conditions should be “far from unstart” to avoid the possibility that the flow could be unstable. For an inlet that is too close to unstart, small perturbations could lead to undesirable dynamics in either the experiment or the CFD simulation. Additionally, the experimental 3-D flow should be symmetric (separation on the right and left walls should be identical) and as simple as possible. For this reason, the wedge mounted on the top wall was a full-span wedge. Partial-span wedges were previously investigated since they provide less blockage, and provided conditions that were further from unstart. In those cases, the shock became curved before it interacted with the sidewall. This additional complication was avoided by using full span wedges in order to achieve the simplest possible comparison of CFD to the experiment.

The wedge should be suspended from the upper wall because if it is flush mounted, there will be a small recirculation zone in the corner where the upper wall turns at the beginning of the wedge. Thus the shock anchoring can be unsteady, which causes problems when comparing experiment to CFD. With the suspended wedge, the shock is firmly anchored to the sharp leading edge of the wedge. However, it is important that the flow that passes over the top of the suspended wedge be “started.” If there is too much blockage of this upper flow, a separation zone can occur between the leading edge of the wedge and the upper wall, which can cause unsteady shock anchoring upstream of the wedge leading edge. To avoid this blockage problem, the upper surface of the wedge is inclined downward.

II. Experimental Approach

Experiments were conducted in a vacuum-driven supersonic tunnel with nozzles designed to produce Mach 2.0 or 2.75 free-stream flow for a continuous run time of five to ten minutes. The test section is 2.25 inches wide by 2.75 inches tall and the working fluid consists of conditioned air from the laboratory. Flow straightening is employed upstream of the nozzle to enhance uniformity. In the Mach 2.75 and 2.0 configurations the unit Reynolds number was $8.9 \times 10^6$ [1/m]. Glass sidewalls along the entire length, as well as in a region along the centerline, ensure adequate optical access for all measurements and flow visualization. In all cases below, the experiment was mounted approximately 22 inches [0.558m] from the throat. Figure 1 is a schematic of the tunnel showing variable wedge mounting options.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the Michigan Glass Wind Tunnel](image)

As seen in Fig. 1, the lower wall of the wind tunnel is flat but it is fed via a bell mouth (not pictured). The tunnel entrance is approximately 200 cm from the region of interest. Previous SPIV measurements showed that this
boundary layer (approximately 1 cm in height) has the Log-Law velocity profile associated with turbulent boundary layers at large Reynolds numbers\cite{16}. Several experimental cases are outlined below. The following nomenclature will be used:

- “Full span” indicates the leading edge of the shock generator extends continuously between the two side walls. The shock generator is 2.25 inches wide.
- “Suspended” indicates that the wedge separates the wind tunnel into two flows, a small flow is above and most of the flow is below the wedge. Both flows must remain started. This is accomplished by widening the channel to accommodate both the growth of the boundary layer as well as the side wall supports. Care was taken not to expand this upper flow too aggressively.
- “Flush mounted” indicates the leading edge of the shock generator lies in plane with the top wall.

![Figure 2. Photographs of the Suspended Shock Generators: (a) Ten Degree (b) Six Degree](image)

**Table 1: Test Cases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Mach 2.75 Full-span suspended 10-degree wedge (Supersonic, but not fully started)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Mach 2 Full-span suspended 10-degree wedge (Unstarted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Mach 2 Full-span flush mounted 10-degree wedge (Upstream shock not anchored)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Mach 2.75 Full-span flush mounted 10-degree wedge (Anchored but too unsteady)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mach 2.75 Full-span suspended 6-degree wedge (Optimum)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the purpose of exploring corner flows in mind, a full-span wedge geometry was suspended from the top wall of the wind tunnel. As such, an exploratory research program was undertaken as an extension of the CCAS Glass Inlet research program. From the beginning, it was understood that large boundary layers would push the experimental geometry to the limits of unstart. One of the four, Case B, did not start and image results for this case have not been included.

**A. Visualization methods**

1. **Oil Flows**

Oil flows\cite{17} are an established method for determining flow separation and the flow topology along ‘limiting’ surface streamlines, including separation zones. In this case, the oil mixture is created by mixing kerosene and calcium carbonate powder in ratios five parts to two by volume. Prior to tunnel operation, a three-inch silicone brush is used to apply the combination to the walls of the wind tunnel perpendicular to the expected direction of flow. Once the valve is opened to start the tunnel, viscous forces begin to drag the solution along the wall. Because kerosene is highly volatile, the low-pressure operating condition at Mach 2.75 rapidly evaporates the oil, leaving behind the calcium carbonate in a streak-like pattern. Convergence of these streak lines occurs in the side wall as the swept shock moves down the wall. Oil accumulates in regions of flow separation and does not evaporate as readily. Previous references on oil flow visualization techniques describe methods for characterizing this swept shock behavior. Variations in streamline convergence indicate the relative strength of this swept shock boundary layer interaction. In each of the cases, the amount of convergence is used to determine the magnitude of flow separation.
Photographs were taken of the developing oil flow patterns using a Sony DSC-t70 8.2 Megapixel camera at 720x640 pixel resolution, and video with a Sony HDR-SR12 at 1920x1080 pixel resolution, in both Mach 2 and Mach 2.75 flow arrangements. These videos document the startup transients, the unsteady motion in the recirculation zones, and the relative magnitude of the flow field three dimensionality\textsuperscript{[18]}. Still images, as well as individual frames from the video, were analyzed and data was produced to ensure repeatability and compare the effects of varying the Mach number, wedge angle, and shock generator mounting location. Photographs were taken such that scaling/skewing of images was not a significant factor.

2. Schlieren flow visualization
A Schlieren system was used to identify shock wave locations. An intensified CCD camera was employed to digitize the images at a 1280x1024 pixel resolution. The light source was an Oriel Labs 100 watt mercury lamp. Image exposures were feasible down to 25 µs resolution, but these images had a dynamic contrast of ~2. Instead images were exposed for 100 µs, and achieved dynamic contrast of ~10. At the leading edge of the shock generator, flow deflection angles were measured from the Schlieren images and checked against estimated values based on the Mach number and the $\theta-\beta-M$ relations.

III. Results
The cases which follow were an exploratory attempt at finding corner flow-shock boundary layer interactions (CF-SBLI). Images and videos for each of the five test cases in Table 1 are described sequentially. In each case, the shock boundary layer interaction thickens in the corners, reducing the effective core flow area. As the boundary layer in the corner thickens, its influence reaches upstream, in some cases causing shock waves (sometimes called pseudo-shocks) to originate from these corners. Those shocks further disturb the boundary layer. This feedback mechanism may be a precursor to unstart. The size of the corner separation varies with swept shock strength and incoming boundary layer size. Larger flow blockage leads to larger separation, eventually producing unstart. Somewhat surprisingly, large-scale three-dimensionality has little effect on traditional Schlieren imaging, but oil flows for the same region clearly show the dominant three-dimensionality in the boundary layer. Simultaneous oil flows on bottom, right, and left walls confirmed flow symmetry about the channel centerline but the documented images below are from only one side-wall.

A. Case A: $M = 2.75$ Ten Degree Suspended Wedge
The Case A conditions in Table 1 produced large-scale sidewall separation zones. Figure 3 shows video image and Schlieren results for Case A. The side-wall interaction spans the entire wall, and the primary sidewall separation zone is 2 inches long [5cm, which is 73% of the tunnel height]. Converged CFD results from the University of Cincinnati for a similar ten-degree wedge also show a large corner flow recirculation zone. However, CFD simulations do not tend to converge when sufficiently large sidewall separation zones are created; instead the perturbations caused by the unsteady startup may lead to an inlet unstart in the computations.

The Schlieren image for Case A reveals upstream shock wave which causes the shock off the leading edge to skew to nearly forty degrees. The flow deflection from a ten-degree wedge at Mach 2.75 should be thirty degrees. Clearly in this instance the interaction was too strong and too large for useful assessment of CFD.
Figure 3. Case A flow patterns caused by a Ten Degree suspended wedge in a Mach 2.75 free stream: a) Oil flow b) CFD ‘streak lines’ computed at U. of Cincinnati; c) Schlieren image d) Schematic of Interaction

B. Mach = 2.0 Ten Degree Suspended Wedge
The previous computational study on the Glass Inlet suggested that lowering the Mach number might reduce the size of the separated zone due to the reduction in the shock strength. However, operating at Mach 2 and using the same wedge geometry resulted in unstart. Therefore no further research for the Case B condition was conducted.

C. Mach = 2.0 Ten Degree Flush-Mounted Wedge
Because a Mach 2 interaction is closer to a cruise flight regime Mach number, the next step was to operate the experiment at Case C, which had a reduced amount of blockage compared to Case B. Using a flush-mounted full span wedge, results in a smaller corner interaction than Case A. However, the upstream motion ahead of the shock generator was undesirable. Oil flow investigation of the region indicated that a CF-SBLI occurs at the top wall, causing unsteadiness in the shock foot region.
Figure 4. Case C results: Ten Degree Mach 2.0 Flush-mounted wedge a) oil and Schlieren b) schematic of the interaction

Figure 5. Case D results: Ten Degree Mach 2.75 Flush-Mounted Wedge: a) oil flow and Schlieren visualization b) Top wall CF-SBLI, c) schematic of interaction
D. Case D: Mach 2.75 Ten Degree Flush-Mounted Wedge
In an attempt to anchor the shock wave to the shock generator and avoid unstart, the ten-degree wedge was installed in the Mach 2.75 wind tunnel. Figure 5 shows the attachment was successful. Surprisingly the sidewall separation was reduced despite an increase in shock strength. This somewhat unexpected result can be explained by examining the oil flow pattern. The increase in sweep of the incident shock actually lowers the normal Mach number of the flow along the sidewall, in this case allowing the flow along the wall to turn upstream underneath the shock before reaching the bottom wall.

E. Case E: Mach 2.75 Six Degree Suspended Wedge
The final test case that provided optimum operating conditions was Case E: it avoided the unstart problems of the previous models by using a free stream Mach number of 2.75, but reduced the shock strength by reducing the flow turning angle. The image in Figure 6 shows that streamlines do not converge under the swept shock for this condition. The corner flow region can still be identified as a separation zone, but is now the optimum size of 2cm x 2 cm. This is sufficiently large for future PIV studies, which have a limited spatial resolution, and is sufficiently small for future CFD simulations.

Figure 6. Six Degree Mach 2.75 Suspended Wedge: a) oil and Schlieren visualization b) schematic of the interaction
F. Centerline Separation Region
In contrast to the partial span wedges previously investigated, oil flow on the bottom wall at the oblique shock reflection generated by a full span wedge did not indicate flow separation on the centerline. However, downstream of the wedge region, converging wall flow streamlines do produce a small centerline recirculation zone.

![Figure 7. Case E: Bottom wall oil flow](image)

IV. Discussion

A. CF-SBLI mechanism
The mechanism of the corner flow SBLI (CF-SBLI) appears to be similar in each of the five cases (A to E) studied. The primary difference is the size of the streak line pattern and its convergence as the bottom wall is approached. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the shock from the leading edge sweeps along the side wall, bending of the streaklines indicates weak CF-SBLI flows while convergence of the streaklines leads to strong CF-SBLI. The bending/convergence creates downflow toward the bottom wall boundary layer. Figure 10 diagrams how the flows might interact in the turbulent corner. Reverse flow caused in the side wall by the adverse pressure gradient moves upstream until it reaches a saddle point. For small-scale features, the saddle point is very close to the wall, making it hard to observe. Flow along the bottom wall appears to bend back toward the free stream in the region of shock reflection. The stronger shock creates a more severe secondary flow and a more severe CF-SBLI.
Figure 8. Schematic of the flow deflection near the sidewall, for the Strong CF-SBLI (Case A), based on observed oil patterns.

Figure 9. Schematic of the flow deflection near the sidewall, for the Weak CF-SBLI (Case E), based on observed oil patterns.

Figure 10. Schematic of Secondary Flows from a Turbulent Corner and Sidewall SBLI.
B. Optimum CF-SBLI research conditions

Case E, which is a full span 6-degree suspended wedge at Mach 2.75, exhibits all of the desired characteristics for a more thorough combined experimental / CFD study of the CF-SBLI physics. Moderate corner flow separation occurs downstream of the leading edge. Recirculation from the corner does not reach upstream of the leading edge and boundary layer reattachment occurs quickly downstream, creating a suitable outflow boundary condition for CFD. The 2 cm x 2 cm region is a reasonable control volume for detailed study by the SPIV diagnostics.

The full span wedge is better than the partial span wedge, since the latter produces a curved shock that creates unnecessary complexities. A Mach number of 2.75 is preferred over Mach 2.0 because the latter is too close to inlet unstart. The Mach 2.75 conditions are sufficiently far from unstart that the flow remains steady and impervious to small perturbations. The 10 mm tall initial boundary layer height provided by the experiment is optimum because it can be probed using the spatial resolution achievable with PIV diagnostics and it is a fully equilibrated boundary layer that has a profile that follows the well established Log Law. The Case E conditions created a CF-SBLI control volume region that is approximately 2 cm by 2 cm by 2 cm. This control volume region is optimum for both PIV and CFD future studies.
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